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A Colorful Plasma

Formation of a colorful plasma 
that quenches only the hard 
probes with color charges



The Colorful Probes

SU(3) fundamental rep.

Quarks Gluons

SU(3) adjoint rep.

Jet-medium interactions are controlled by color charges of the probe.

It would be a wonderful test of such basic QCD feature if one can 
cleanly separate in-medium energy loss of different parton types.  

It is very difficult: most final high pT hadrons have mixed contributions.

The high pT (prompt) J/Psi provides unique access to the gluon 
energy loss in the quark-gluon plasma.



Non-Prompt J/Psi
To be clear:  there are non-prompt J/Psi at high pT 
which are of their own interests (e.g. access to B). 

As an example: 

CUJET3:  
Shi, JL, Gyulassy, arXiv:1808.05461;1804.01915.

Xu, JL, Gyulassy, arXiv:1508.00552;1411.3673

From: ALICE@QM2022



Baseline Production (pp Collisions)

Dominant contributions from gluon fragmentation.

GFIP event generator 
MadGraph for hard parton creation 
PYTHIA8 for parton shower 
LDME  

arXiv:1603.0698;
1405.0301; 1403.3612; 
1311.7078; 1208.5301 

[arXiv:2208.08323]



Raa in AA Collisions

Many frameworks exist. 

In this work we use the LBT (Linear Boltzmann 
Transport), a well-tested framework. 

arXiv:1302.5874;1503.03313; 1605.06447;1703.00822



Raa at High pT in AA Collisions

The over J/Psi suppression at 
high pT is dominantly driven 
by the gluon energy loss.

[arXiv:2208.08323]

central

semi-central

— gluon dominance in J/Psi 
production already shown in 
pp collisions

— stronger in-medium energy 
loss of gluons due to color 
factors



Anisotropy v2 at High pT

Reasonable agreement with data

[Note however: high pT v2 is a known persistent challenge, 
the solution of which may require non-perturbative medium q-hat, 

see e.g. CUJET3 line of work]

[arXiv:2208.08323]



An Independent Bayesian Validation
Bayesian extraction of parton energy loss distributions arXiv:1808.05310

Energy loss 
distribution 

Three parameters in the above 
for each parton type: 

Bayesian analysis with exp. data (central J/Psi Raa at 5.02 TeV)

Flat prior distributions for 

10^6 MCMC steps for equilibration, then 10^6 steps 
for scanning around the parameter space



Extracted parameters for parton energy loss distributions

An Independent Bayesian Validation

[arXiv:2208.08323]

One can see clearly a 
stronger sensitivity/
constraint for the gluon 
energy loss parameters



An Independent Bayesian Validation

[arXiv:2208.08323]

The Bayesian optimized results agree perfectly with data, 
and again confirms the dominance of gluon energy loss in 
the high pT J/Psi suppression.

In turn, this offers the unique opportunity for an accurate 
extraction of gluon in-medium energy loss distributions!



Conclusion
— High pT J/Psi production in pp collisions can be 
well described and is demonstrated to be dominated 
by gluon contributions

— High pT J/Psi suppression in AA collisions can also 
be well described and is shown to be mainly driven by 
the gluon in-medium energy loss

— An independent Bayesian analysis confirms the 
sensitivity of J/Psi Raa to gluons and allows a 
quantitative extraction of gluon energy loss distributions

— This finding offers a unique opportunity for testing 
the color dependence of hard probes with future high 
precision data and scaled-up numerical extractions of 
both gluon and quark in-medium energy loss.


